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PARTICIPANTS IN the rally called to protest the U.S. involvement in El Salvador pause at the courthouse in Eureka.
F
;
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‘‘We

have — established

workers) are very involved. In addiBy MARCOS MARTINEZ
tion, there are teachers, doctors,
staff writer
professionals and people from all
ns
and trades.
than 300 people gathered in occupatio

speakers,

said the Ingomar Club was included

Department over by the government,” Cardonas

neighborhood committees and communication networks to spread information, since the traditional
media have been destroyed or taken

various

Development

to protest current U.S. policy and
military involvement in El Salvador.
The rally was preceded by a
march which started at the Employ-

said.
Before Cardonas’ speech, the
marchers stopped at the employment office. There, a statement was
unemployment,
regarding
read
military spending and the draft.
The next stop was the Ingomar
Club. Eric Fried, of the Humboldt
El Salvador Support Committec,
featured

said describing

threats

he received

as a suspicious person,”’ Cardonas

with

the

has

People

and

taken

El

Cen-

Car-

of

upper-class

squads

in

privilege,”

which

he

made

mghi-wing

are commonly

“the

present
the
describes
said
Salvadoran government.
Marchers then proceeded to the
Times-Standard, wherea statement
was read criticizing the press for being responsive only to “‘official”’
sources.
Fried said the press has propagated the myth that El Salvador
has a centrist government battling
left- and right-wing extremists,

when

reality

death

-

neat

stop

>

was

the

Station.
Recruituee
Forces
wer
:
these loce
said
show how they afl ft togethe
As marchers aiTived at ih

The

Supervisor Wesley Chesbro.

Fried
4

Arme

supportive statement by 3rd District

up of members of the national
while in El Salvador.
Presently Cardonas is on a speak- guard and armed forces.”
At the courthouse, Fried read a
tour for the Committee in
ing

Solidarity

which

donas to the Soutnwesiern

Satvador,.

tral states.
Cardonas said the purpose of ns
sneaking tour is to explain to the
American peopic the reasons behind
ee
7.

Cardonas, a representative of the
Salvadoran Democratic Revolutionary Front.
is an AmericanCardonas
educated schoolteacher who said he
had to leave his country because of
his support for social reforms.
“It’s an unbearable situation.
After awhile you can’t go out
because its too dangerous. You
wake up sick, and look at everyone

Among the speakers was Ramon

bands and a guerrilla theater group. because, **It represents white, male,

and

ment

with stops at the Ingomar Club, the
Times-Standard, the County CourForces
thouse and the Armed
Recruiting Station.
Marchers carried banners and
signs which read “U.S. Guns Kill
Nuns,” “Yankee Come Home”’ and
**Bread, Not Bullets.”’
The rally lasted about three hours

the Old Town Gazebo last Saturday

More

" tin Old Town Eureka
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(continued
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The fact the press or public cannot
get access to detailed information
regarding hazardous waste should not
be a serious concern, Williams said.
‘(The Health Department) has an
ubligation to see wastes are treated or
disposed
so as not to be a risk to the

public,”’ he said.
A hazardous waste is defined by the
California Administrative Code as any

waste material which may
cause
substantial injury, serious illness or
harm to humans, domestic livestock or

wildlife.
All
ed of
The
boldt
Most
am

truck.
A

;

hazardous waste must be disposin special Class 1 dumping sites.
nearest Class 1 site for HumCounty waste is in the Bay Area.
hazardous waste produced in the
is hauled south to these sites by
partial

list of local

companies

registered with the EPA as hazardous
waste
ators was provided by
Wade
Cornwell, waste management
agent for the State Health Department.

This list of 10 local firms and one
county department was probably compiled as part of a nationwide notification
started by the EPA in
1980, Bill Wilson, regional hazardous
waste specialist for the EPA, said.
Wilson was unable to confirm that
the 11 names provided by Cornwell
were actually listed as hazardous waste

lucers.

He also wasn't able to name any additional firms that might produce
hazardous waste in the county.
When contacted, representatives for
only four of the 10 local firms
acknowledged their companies produced any hazardous waste at all.
A spokesman for the Humboldt
County Department of Agriculture,
the one county department named as a
waste generator, said while the department has handled hazardous waste, it
is not a The
department has, in the past,
acted as a storage facility for old or
outlawed pesticides, Ed Urban, county
agricultural commissioner, said.
Urban
said once a_ substantial
amount of pesticides was accumulated,
pad one trucked to a Bay Area
te.

he last pesticide shipment from the
rtment was in 1979, when roughly
pounds of various pesticides were
—
of at a Richmond dump, he
The department
is not
pesticides any longer, he said.

storing

HSU has produced hazardous waste

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
acknow
it generates hazardous

in the past,

and has a project under

Power

way to discover how many such wastes

The we
fone
“>
at Ss
power
plant r
y produce an
sludge that is ‘conaldated a hazardous
waste, Ed Weeks, plant superintendent, said.

‘We're right in the middle of deter-

H+ a

at

its

Humboldt

Bay

might be on campus.

t.

mining if there’s any waste that needs

to be removed,”’

Jerry R. Hopkins,

“As a rule we don't have much
hazardous waste here."’
He added campus plamt operations

sometimes

must

ship out pesticides.

Chemicals used in science labs that
have deteriorated may also be shipped

campus safety coordinator, said.

Ciena

tatiaiaaiaiataitiniinteiainiahNiaa hintaan

tater en

He addedin 1979 about a ton of oily %

sludge

was

shipped

from

the power

%

Boilers at the power plant are cleaned once about every 10 years with a

4
%

t.

°

mild acid solution, which also must be

to a Class | dump, he said.
ioactive waste (considered in a
different category
than
hazardous

3

shi

waste) has been periodically
from the now shutdown
the power
plant, Weeks
“*In 1979 we shippet
of radioactive resins,’’

removed

nuclear unit of
said.
about 80 tons
he said. ‘‘That

particular shipment represents 16 years
of waste. Those resins had built up
since 1963.""

Weeks

said the nuclear waste was

shipped by truck for
ial storage at
Richland, Wash., while the chemical
wastes were trucked south to Class |
dumps.
The three other firms that said they

=

Humboldt County’s isolation from

= major

industrial

centers

makes

% regulation of the small amount of
= hazardous waste generated in the
= county a difficult job.
=
Such is the estimation of Paul

= Williams, an official in the California

= Department of Health, the agency
$ delegated with the task of monitoring
& hazardous waste generation.
“A rural county like Humboldt

: Cos
Se

really produce much waste,”’

illlams,

waste

management

= specialist for the State Health Depart& ment, said.
“You probably don’t get as much

E attention as you should up there.”

pr oduce hazardous Sit and waste Chevron
480 tons of hazardous waste
are the Tosco
U.S.A. # wereOverproduced
in the county between
Corp., Union Oil and Chevron U.S.A.
oil companies said the waste is
x
at their Eureka terminals.
represen tative, who works at the

Union Oil terminal, said periodic small
oil spills are cleaned up at the site and

shipped away.

Louisiana Pacific is another local
ee
named as a hazardous waste
producer.
But a spokesman for the timber
company denies it generates any such
waste.

Three of LP’s local sawmills were

listed as hazardous waste generators.
**I don’t know how we got on that
list,’’ Kelly Stalker, assistant corporate
environmentalist for LP, said. ‘*We
don’t belong there. We're not a hazardous waste producer.’’
Stalker said although LP, and other
timber businesses in the area, use some
hazardous chemicals in production,
they are used up.
Representatives for the other firms
mentioned on the list maintain their
companies do not produce any hazardous waste.
These companies
include paint
stores, a ee
eae
a burl
store and two
fic Telephone of. fices.

= 1977 and June of 1980, according to

= state records.
that period, state records
tons of hazardous waste,
= } more than three times Humboldt’s
~ amount, were produced in neighbor¢ ing Mendocino County.
In Contra Costa County, one of
$

During
:#
=: show 1,870

= the Bay Area’s leading industrialized

$= regions, over 766,000 tons of hazar; dous waste were produced.
**We're busy in the Bay Area. We

= don’t really have time to go u

(to

« northern counties) often,’’ Williams

= said. ‘‘We usually end up checking in= to problems by phone or mail. Most
= Of the time any problems dealing with
& waste are brought to us by the coun-

s ty

‘Humboldt County officials have
© little authority to regulate hazardous
B waste, according to Jeff Arnold,

the County Health Department.
%
“If there’s a serious problem that 3

requires immediate attention we
might
get involved,’’ Arnold said.
4%
herwise, ‘‘if we notice a problem £

or a violation (dealing with hazardous #
waste) we just notify the state.”

spectors can

Humboldt

spend

concerns

in counties

Williams,

like %

but %

also the long distance producers must #

=

t

di
1

All

hazardous waste to get rid of %

°

s

hazardous waste must be #
of in specially licensed Class #

dump sites.

There are two such sites in the Bay 3

Area, one

site in Fresno County and

several in Southern California.

-

done

by

licensed

trucking

firms, s

:

“‘They have to haul it all the way
down south. There's been talk about
trying to get a Class 1 site developed
somewhere in the northern counties
but there really isn’t enough waste

&
3
§
%
=

**it’s a real problem. | worry there
may be waste up there (Humboldt
County) that people don’t want to
ship so far.’’
Arnold, of the County Health
Department, said he'd be surprised if
large-scale illegal dumping of industrial hazardous waste exists in the
county.
But he feels certain there’s ‘‘a lot of
very small-scale dumping by in-

=
&

produced to make it worthwhile.”

CENTER,

5540—HS College Ave.
“Oakland, CA 94618
(418) 654—1879

1644
G $0.
Northtown
Arcate

Vise/MesterCerd
accepted

« Complete line of Groceries
settee goods

Schlitz 12-pax
Lejon Champagne

Coke

Su

=

#
%
:

dividuals who don’t know or don’t ©

Aug6, 20.

ny for more information:

&-

Williams said.

GYSPY: 28 days through Western Europe, from $885 (incl.
accommodation and most meals.) June 4, 18; July 2, 9, 23;

EUROPA: 56 days through Western Europe, Greece and
(incl. accommodation
and most meals.)
Turkey from
$1!
17.
10,
June8, 22; July 6, 20, 27; Aug.

:

Most hauling of hazardous waste is %

Market

DABLE STYLE —— A CAMPING
TURE CENTER. Get the best possible value for
r money, avoid regimented ‘guided tours” and
ve fun with other young travellers from England,
Australia and Canada.

“

Not only the lack of time state in- %

12 oz. can 6 pak.

tl coupon specials expire

5/20 :-------
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of
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ale

:

77 YAMAHA 750cc, aeunle
can, new
many
extras. $1500, plus $250 with wind.

FOR SALE!
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RAFT THE TRINITY with profes- Please, no calls after 8 p.m.
:

;

jessionai

reasonable.

look.

Dependable,

Diane,

822-7114.

Schwinn, Raleigh, Trek, Pugeot,

2v@ilable through mid-June. Con- o aunen PETHOOD
saves

wanted 10 speeds, guns. 677-3952,

‘rmation.

'f@ct Dougat 822-9262
for morein-

tiie

_
=
|
~ Yellow,
ee
a
Excellent
condition.
25

oo

frame, Shimona gears, Discompe
brakes. $175. or offer. 622-4427.

1° 60

on

ot

cer

surgery, 839-4704 Monday through

McKi

°

pesas © VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED for
iyacter

Hercent

Friday, 2-6 p.m. (Leave a message

___Wanted__

Thesis

research--Fall

and experimental.

reuse el

Quarter '81. Two

unplanned

ee

BIKES 3 to 10 speeds. $59. and up.
Used, standard and professional.

.

an

ioe rei by non-student
usinga Selectic typewriter for a pro-

wires may be made at 822-9325.
oe eames

!! INMOD SGISEN $I GV SIHLS3A

eae

against

pregnancy? You may auality tor tree
raceptives at
EveryMan's
Center locatedat Open Goer’ 10th 8

chairs. Excellent condition. $8,000.

Motobecane, Masi, orientals. Also.

yourself

coven Care.
views are of course required. IM

4 Streets, Arcata. 822-2957.
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41ZE XOG ‘O'd 914M Ojut 404-440M
/#wuins 20) JeA0 IIe Senenes 548 tok

Call 677-3812.

te

eve seeinng
) 4d?

Classified

at ae

YOUrs. Close to HSU. For details call
Bayview Realty, 646-088).

1978 35' Aljo travel

trailer. Complete with full
refrig., sleepersofa, table

vay

7

¢
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WANTED One feline mouser. (for sgn! Are you prepared to protect PAMELA,
Ch-k Ch-k Spew Spew.

:

$24,900 and this att

jammer. 839-1411, evenings. Ask
for Tom, leave number.

pata

LJ3. 1981, The

Lumberjack
tbl

yeat

— contro!

ile.

orvie

rane oe wee tree Guer?

rn yee. Aways, Sunahineg.

SEXY NECK why haven't youcalied?
My fingers are dripping with samen
ment! The curis around your ears
drive me wild! 'M WATCHING AND

WAITING. ~myra.

chapel

Scott.

-------L.L.J, SunDance, et a! Montana will

be nothing without my friends. Next
time you fly come pick me up. See ya
hala
ee
GWI, Now you've got your panatone.
What's your excuse for keeping me

around. Maybe | love you. Happy Birthday. Love Chewer.

99

sis

ONANA, It is rumored that you spent

the entire weekend giving yourself

over to that forbidden absolute

pleasure. Con it be true???

VOTE HUMBOLDT STUDENTS FOR

ACTION A small group of sincere

COACH

TYPING SERVICES in my home —

you. Jason Morris, President; Caty

See you in ‘84. Animal.

respondence,

Joseph

Mek

term

:

papers, on

r :

etc.

a

an

me

a

cor-

: $6/hour.

students interested
in working with

Beale, eee

Michael

It wascael
sweet of you to

remember
I'm allergic to carnations.
ae

Battraw, science represen-

—

OVATION’S FINEST ACOUSTIC take a pre and post fitness test. Ex- Pick-up and delivery extra. Mary tative; Michelle Pinson, creative arts HEY MY ARTIST?! The Queen will be
perimental
group will be involved in

condition. $880, 630.2009.Found tena
terested,

“Lost and

-Lost
and some
oe
te a See, See
brand, size M, Ladies. Reward

Oat

Griswold, 445-9550, after 12 noon.

humanities

representative;

ee
———_—_—__—

contact Mike (839-3700) TYPEWRITER REPAIRS half price =

nor wieLoni

VOLUNTEERS
ARE BADLY NEEDED

hlfessional
ot cutedwork, sopbudgetxine,
estimates. Pro
prices. Call
Tom, 443-9586 eves.

—Meetings
— Se Fea OS wr ce
return. Call 822-3863. Lori.

and

to help at the Arcata Community

erials Guatit
to process
overeas

is

t
load. The
“AVE

28 COPIES:

YOUR

OF

present on May 15. She requests the

a

een

0.5. HAPPY BIRTHDAY You'll have
to introduce
me to your twin
brother, the one with the new
clothes. He's cute. Thanks
for being

arenene

7

HUMBOLDT STUDENTS FOR AC-

100 pemont conten ceeey, Ue plone ct tive students
CLUB Elections of 1981-82 recycling center has a variety Of0bs QUALITY
RANGE
sri
$2.45. And

officers will take place at the Range

for. 4,
that you can choose to volunteer

p.m. in NR 224. Nominations maybe
made at the meeting.

Community
8222-8512.

only

on Wed., May 20, 7 Contact Margaret or Mark at Arcata 1 h05 DAN'S QUICK PRINT s14k
Club meeting

PG&E

Recycling

Center.

cee: E
, Eureka.

'

oe

wore

.

on student
3 reliance

policy mating decisions.

Energy Conservation

LOGO

CONTEST

Think up an original slogan, poster, design, or whatever.

Draw it, write it, design it. You could win...

Ist prize:
2nd prize:
3rd prize:
4 honorable

mentions:

$75.00
$50.00
$25.00
$15.00

each

Participation certificates to all other entrants.
1. Must be an HSU student, currently enrolled.
2. No entry limit.

3. An entry form ae be submitted with each logo design including:
name, year in school
local address
local phone
4. Put your name on the back of the design.
5. Entries must be at least 8¥2""x11”".
6. All entries due May 26th at 12:00 noon. These can be cropped off
© in the campus rep’s

office-Nelson Hall East 117 or at the Arcata PG&E office-1165 G Street.

7. All prizes awarded if the number of entries allow.

8. All designs become the property of PG&E and will not be returned unless requested at
the time of submittal.
For additional information, contact Lia Sandeval, PG&E
Campus Representative--826-1697.
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Controversy continues over Watt proposals
By MARCOS

MARTINEZ

Local representatives have also criticized the
Bureau
of Land
*s recently released

staff weiter

Environmental

nterior Secretary James Watt has announcehis
d
iets te go ahead with the lease of offshore oil
tracts in the Santa
Se
Maria basin » while a decisionon
oun
the North Coast basins is expected early
a.
ee

cer Brown and other interested
a lawsuit
Watt,
ahr "lation of the federal Coustal Dost

Those joi
Brown in the suit include the Sierra
Club, Natural
eee
Defense’ Council, Friends
vet’
of the
Dees of
pig a ont and the En-

Assessment of the proposed lease

sale forthe Eel River basin
ted

Environmental Impact Statement
the BLM, no mention was made of the

te 8 of oil drilling,

rvey announced
there is

the
1 in theEel

River
Win eldtet eentectiinn
the environ
tal impacts of olf drill
mae
wa
aoa)
ee
addition to off
alternatives to the ex_ ploratory drilli
begin this year
The esmaneedal =
bape hm could ‘be harm|
fully’ affected
in the
Partsof the
Rives basin are
fied by the

assessment as among the richest fishi
in
the world, as well as an economic 1 nstay for
ee
Coen.
The assessment states there are more than 22

cetaceans

(whales,

Campus Briefs—
Basketball update
Uni

President Alistair W. Mc-

i na beh.

to colt nae elas.
tions that a former HSU basketball
player received units of credit for
classes mgoing
he
19 moet with the pi
**] am going to meet
t
n-

cipal

involved,’’

McCrone said

in an interview Monday.
He added that, Guest
bias 84
personnel matter, the names of the
he meets will not be disclosed.
rone’s action follows the completion of a three-and-a-half week in-

vestigation into HSU’s basketball program by a fact-finding
committee.
The

committee,

formed

by

Mc-

Crone, looked into
ions raised in
a Lumberjack article that Tony Chastain, a former basketball —.
received units for a summer

porpoises

(continued
on page 10)

rules in the futureso they don
any bad situations.”’

school Technology careers

The

Lote

story also so revealed
Lovell,

received a $200 scholarship from the

Sunriser Lions Club of Eureka in violation of NCAA rules.
ane d oe that, pent on the
comm
,
ings, the
money was
given to Lovell.
“*I’ve notified both the Far Western
Conference and Hale McMenamin (the
NCAA's executive director of enforcement) that the money was given in
violation of the rules,’’ McCrone said.
**I also told the conference and the

®ePresentatives from such com-

Lumberjack Days
PANCAKE
BREAKFAST

se
ene willn
akon wo | Sunday May 17 8-12 noon
Arcata Community Center
All the pancakes you can eat !

$2.50

Sponsored by the Newman

Community
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and

sere flne
be
off the Central and Northern
bn z
Of these, seven are classified by
sdivat governme
gown
nt as endangered
The assessment states, ‘‘A diverse Sin
avian fauna occurs off Northern California.”’
These include seabirds of mult
varieties. Included is the Oceanic Group, which
tend to congregate in the Eel River Canyon, just south of the
proposed drilling tracts.
Another hazard recognized by the

orien protection, —

@ —rhie Littiborjack, Wednésay.
May 'Y3/"1961

New game plan
Plagued by the recurring threat of financial
deficit, the HSU athletic program may be in its
most critical hour.
There is no clearcut explanation for the athletic
department's dilemma, although some of the possible factors that have been discussed include inflation, changing student attitudes toward sports and
da
foresight by the department in preparing a
It is arguable how much each of these factors
contributed to the problem, but two things can be
said with certainty about the financial crisis of HSU
athletics: It is not going to go away and it is not unique.
The University of Oregon, faced with a $1
million deficit, was forced to cut baseball, men’s
gymnastics and other sports from next year's program. Portland State University recently had to
drop basketball, while Villanova University in Pennsylvania was forced to eliminate its football program
because of a deficit.
Within the Far Western Conference, the state
universities of Chico and Stanislaus have indicated
their sports programs may soon be in the same
sorry financial shape as Humboidt’s.
The HSU athletic department showed its determination to deal with the crisis by making the difficult and painful decision Monday to eliminate

three sports from next year’s program.
Unfortunately, these cuts — while necessary for
the immediate survival of HSU athletics — provide
no long-range solutions.

The national trend of diminishing athletic programs indicates collegiate sports — especially at the
small school level — could be in danger of extinction without considerable adaptation and change.
Adaptations for HSU should include the elimination of unnecessary expenditures. Combining traveling accomodations for teams with similar schedules
would be a logical start. The unnecessary expense
of football films could be greatly reduced through
the use of video tape.
In the end, however, survival may depend on
the exceedingly difficult task of reorganizing the entire athletic program. Cut after cut will not solvea
dilemma which HSU health and physical education
a
Larry Kerker acknowledges may have “no
An end to the HSU athletic program as we know
to some, but it is not nearit may seem undesirable
ly as undesirable as a possible alternative — an end

to HSU athletics entirely.

Make it count
The campaigning for the Associated Students
elections this year has been surprisingly and mercitu'ly minimal. However, this does not make the
voting today and tomorrow any less important than
previous elections.

“Do you think it’s all going down the drain?”

Letters to the Editor
Take care
Editor:
The life of a sailor is hard
enough. Recently, | had the
occasion

to

watch

the

flam-

boyant HSU crew team collide
with the tethered dingy of the
30-foot sailboat Librium. The
events which preceded and
followed that collision were
—As
watched from my
boat’s deck, it appeared the
rowing shell was bearing down
upon not one, but three of the
moored
sailboats
in the
Eureka basin anchorage. They
narrowly escaped hitting two
of them as the HSU crew
tender driver
shouted cncouragement.

And they failed

to stop and report the
quent accident to the
vwner who happened
aboard. Really guys,

subseboat's
to be
it’s a

pleasure to awake at quarter to

ix in the midst
trenuous duties,
rare.

of
but

your
take

John Hedgepeth
graduate student, fisheries

ed ideas.
Speaking of facts, nowhere
in our newspaper did | find
any mention of the text of
Rusty’s talk. Instead there was
only a brief mention of someones’s opinion and their
conclusions.
Are we as students not intelligent enough to make our
own conclusions? | don’t mind
reading others’ opinions, but |
feel it unfair when facts are
not presented and | can’t
—
if those opinions are
valid.
Sue Harris
senior, forestry

Lufkin support
Editor:

if Todd Lufkin is elected AS
President, then all the better
for
H.S.U.
Although
he
possesses all the expertise
needed to be an effective student leader (He has two years
experience

as

ic

in fact, a proposal to raise AS fees by $3 makes
this ballot especially pertinent to the future of many

campus programs. Also important is a referral vote

to HSU President Alistair McCrone on the quarter
vs. semester system.

Make your opinion count in deciding these
issues as well as the persons who represent you
and manage the AS budget.
DISCLAIMER: Opinions expreseed in The Lumberjack are these of a majority of the
editors! woerd and are not necesserdy these of the otafl, the university er the
Assocurted Students Signed eGiterints reflect the views of the auther.

Ad sertiemg mater! printed Rerem 1 tor infer metional purpeses and is net te be

construed as on expressed of enphed endorsement or vardicatean of euch cemmercoal ventures by the stall, university or Associated Students.
ihe

Af-

fairs commissioner, SLC vice-

Time for a change?

chair and Curricular
and
Academic Affairs Committee
member.), he is running for a
reason other than that he is exceptionally qualified — he
wants the job. And what a job
it is — long hours, little help,
practically no pay and every
battle is an uphill struggle. But

Todd is used to uphill strug-

gles and he knows what he’s
getting into.
Because of his perseverence,
the carillon chimes were resurrected. Every hour they sound
as a small reminder of what
Todd can accomplish. While
Todd could be making sound
projections of what he ‘‘will’’
accomplish (because of his exposure
to
student
government), he has chosen
not to do so.
Perhaps
he is_ resisting
because he understands that
an AS president must spend
nearly
half his time on
doldrum matters predisposed
to the office. Or perhaps
because he wants to sce what
opportunities
will present
themselves next year, knowing
that he cannot take advantage
of an opportunity he is too
busy to see.
Todd has the experience,

ee
and know-how
to be an effective president,

the wisdom to deal with mat-

ters on a realistic basis and the
desire to take the job on. Todd
has earned my vote on May
14. 1 believe he will be an excellent AS president.
Susan Weyl
former
AS vice president

onberact 1» tunded threugh advertising revenue, the Associated Students

and the HSU journeliem Gepertment. end is published Wednesdays during the
ene quarter. $1.90
tions
ere $2.90
echou year, oreaks excepted. Mol subscris
eech ~Oddtrona! quarter and $6 fer the year

(continued
on next page)
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view of Dr. Stringham’s
allegation that | haven't worked with them
to
cancer. Much of the 2,4,5-T
I’ve handled contained high

to

prove the educational and environmental
y of the

because | no

dalism of California's parks
and national
forests.
damage
and removal, the most
frequently cited grievances,
add
up to a tremendous
amount of money that must
come out of the taxpayers’

$

funded by the AS.

Many of

the students who take advanTalis
wou
cs tovd oremad towo

as

help elsewhere at a better price
(free!).
wy Abeede

I'd like 10 wear Set. Jones’
side of the
. Granted,

or,

»

Alo a

needs of students. As longas
gre _ let’s use them.
ou can
your support

P'icators. . .

Needless
1.

See

subject

tenant counselor

of

deserves

herbicides

in

the

, and

I applaud

on
technically
solid information.

A couple of items deserve

comment.

bicides

>

misleading

Sea

Pie

To

refer

se
an

b ite

to

her-

is

Sa

ment among scientists actually

working

on

them;

the

s are betw
scientists and
laymen
—
If that were not
the case, there would be few

herbicides

Thesis

rip-off

Editor:
My
daypack
was
from
the women’s

stolen
locker

room at HSU. Besides objects
of personal and monctary
value, my pack contained
ony Sbe Som nae

1 was extremely
pointed that a

disapstudent

. In par-

ticular, there would be no way
2,4,8-T would be
ng
1eration. 2,4,5-T has
pe: all the criticism the EPA
herbicide opponents
throw
at it and has
survived nearly unscathed
because
of the hugh
and consisitent
of data regarding

its safety. We might
hope the
media will review these
punitivefi
;
The article indicated that |

and research for my thesis
pro- had been

ject.

about

informationon

Housing Action = .4,;,

‘

:

speculate

your

you've got

Hemboids

don’t

serious matters of this kind. A

fright

,

some of our findings
on the

~

MUMBOLOT STATE UNIVERSITY
WALL BAST 6
TA, CALIF. 99921

We

what you like, give it what

f fl

7i

; it

if “|
td i

:

it i

a

one

and remember
— if you want

ite

biochemists, toxicologists and

‘herbicide research persons
have reviewed the data and
have
approved
it
for
publicatin in a referred journal. The findings: forestry
uses of 2,4,5-T have enormous
margin of safety, even for ap-

|

1 know,

completed
a survey on the van-

B ossk

signs are expen-

sive; they’re not as cheap as
they look.

zt

road

of incorrect speculation about
my work pal “— —
to herbicides.
oa
not read my colina.
ad she done so, she would
have registered that medical
personnel participated in the
study,
and that
medics,

money from the AS budget.
Some of the musicians who
y on the quad at noon are
themselves worth the three
bucks
(OK,
maybe
some
aren’t.).
My experience at the Humboldt Housing Action Project
has proven to me the value of
at least one of the ih dar

I'd like to point out that most

public

Stringham herself did a bit

Center, KHSU and YES all get

research with

herbicides
for six years.
| have

aciually worked with them for
22 years, which is importantin

Al

| agree with James

Debra
M. Maskill
graduate student
multiculture education

student enroliment, many of
these programs are threatened
with cuts. The Children’s

i

While

Steffey that his arrest for
displaying
a ‘‘cheap
plywood”’
detour sign in his
window does seem a little extreme,

munity (us). But because of inflation and a leveling off in

=

Editor:

vice-presidential candidate
sophomore,
public relations

was
severely
reprimanded
because of speculation that
several
herbicides whose
research was negative migiit
not be negative. He
‘t
have
evidence,
and
by
speculating in the face of the
body
of knowledge,
he
destroyed himself as a scientist
in this field.

=o

§

Valierie Moure

Not
so cheap

research organization recently

.

senior, business

Editor:
the intention of the individual
The Associated Students has who took my pack!
put a measure on the ballot
1 still have
hope
the
this week concerning
an in- backpack will be returned to
crease in student fees by $3. If
police, the education
you find this irritating, look or the
ethnic studies departn.
ment as soon as possible.
The eo tater is used to Please consider these kinds of
support ¢
or so
actions before committing
that are vital to the HSU com- such a crime.

ai r

United Students Coalition
Jeff Lincoln

Look again

:

year’s

=

next

done so.
More to the point, Dr. Stringham’s reference to cancer is
inappropriate. These herbicides have not been found to
cause cancer.
Indeed, an
employee of a major cancer

H

with

issues.
.
We urge all students tu take
the time to know the issues
es in tomorrow's
elections. Please vute!

do not drink 2,4-D, nor have |

2

will work among ourselves and
with others as a positive force

in dealing

concentrations of dioxin too. |

United Students

$

HSU campus.

Tarn
*
wees

sin vai

or

iii May 13, 1961

eer

forwards to M

ae
By MAURA LANE
staffuriter

The Student

of a 1981

now faces HSU
*s scrutiny.

ive one

The Associated’ Students’

,.

t"Alistait
budget,

to McCrone’s desk for his
signature is oie) ae - increase of

Business. Office, which received
$37,325, an increase of $7,198 over last

314,000 over the 1980-8 5 Sune.

year.

anes

Sate oF the AS budget

t between the AS business of-

fice, ‘outh Educational Services and
Center Arts.

The largest allocation went to the AS

One major reason for this jum

the student

resources office has

taken over by the business office.
Another reason, according to AS

General Manager Paul Bruno, is that

his job and his secretary’s, have been
i

tions.
YES

from

was

11- to 12-month

allocated

posi-

$19,225.

This

program is viewed by the AS as a ser-

vice organization for both the campus
and the community.
“it’s about a 30-50 split of who the
programs serve — half are put on for
the students and half for the communi-

Wan Bruno said.

.

‘it’s
a means of bridging barriers

(between
the campus and

the com-

munity),"* he

The
AS also feels YES providesan
opportunity for studeats to obtain exience in a service organization.
“Over 300 student volunteers work

Administration

prompts police

to boost patrol

By TIM BINGHAM
staff writer

The University Police has increased
foot patrol on campus.

_

Ray

Fagot of the University

Police
said a request from administration and a return of the department to
full-staff prompted the increase.
Sgt. Fagot
ied the increase was
due to any upsurge in crime on campus, but said it was rather to foster a
**more
personal and comfortable relationship
between
officers
and

students.”’

Fagot, and the officers under him,

believe the students will feel less in-

timidated if the officers are walk oa
among them and approachable inst
of always in cars.
Fagot emphasized
that officers
ee
just look for violations of the
law but will also observe health and
safet hazards.
e’re also known as the Department of Public Safety,”* he said.
The sergeant added that some kind

of presence is needed at the center of
campus because cars can be too big in

some instances.
*“‘We have a really nice campus and
wer - like to keep it that way," he
sa

The committee will study the pr
increase of
from $ to 10

photocopies in the library
cents.

The Finest in VW

1027 “I” St

Engines °

Arcata

Between 10th
& 11th Streets

in the program,” Bruno said.
CenterArts, which is responsible for
cultural events on campus was funded
for $19,530.
Intercoll iate Athletics received
$10,000. This is $4,800 less than they
uested.
aia
unity
ProEducational
gram requested a $1) 000
000 allocation
and was turned down. Their source of
funds this year included Student Services and the math department, but not
AS money.
“We don't have enough money to
fund current programs, much less the
capability to fund an entire new program with what they asked for,”’
uno said.
“We feel that program would be
more aptly funded
by some other
nization on campus.”’
n other action, the SLC appointed
John Rubrs to the library committee.

ty Or

Transmissions

©} Parts ° Mepeics

°

‘and B streets. 4437 9329

MON-SAT 9:30-5:30 Ss) \g
FRIDAY

UNTIL

6:00

UBLIC TAK
.
NOTICE
Bob Kilpatrick

Jim Stipech
and their band
Saturday night 5:30-7:00
Sunday morning 11:00

UMBERJACK

DAY

1972 officially spawned

inal

fought for
**No.””

20
the idea of

groups

which

of the coast, sa

-

the people
werea lot of

“Somebody
had to do it. The coun- bad land-use plans in effect at the time

Act

ties and cities were not doing all that
So
maximize protection

the act was passed. In fact, the act
—
several decades late,’ Vinyard

ments were not
wean
Local govern and wetlands from

Late as it was, Vinyard said she
thinks the North Coast was

farther back from the coast,’’

because much of the scenic beauty here

s which could have been

Vinyard said.
Foot dragging in coastal planning

local governments was not,

‘We on the North Coast are spoiled

has been retained. All you have to do is
by look south of Monterey and see the

ing

(continued on page 9)
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VOTE
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Founders

Forbes Complex

Library
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Science Building

a
a
E
a
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Quad

@AS

VOTE:

fee increase

@ quarter/semester (4-1-4 referendum)
@ club approval reform

VOTE

OO

thru May 18

VOTE
|

© AS President
© Vice-President
© Students Representative

for by AS Elections Commission
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e whose minds are obsolete. These people only
ee
ae
as
asa

centered on the alternatives the nation must follow
in order to survive the present economical and-enviornmental situation.
“There has to be an alternative vision which |
think doesn’t revolve around the idea that things
are gonna get worse and we should have to adjust to
it; but the idea that we can make os better by
stressing the inner frontier of the quality of life,”
Hayden said.
Hayden, who is chairman of the Campaign for
gained most of his populari,
group that
Seva en,
ty as a member of the
protested at the 1968 Democratic National Conven-

after t the
conspiracy cyafter
41, went ont rial for‘or conspira
ee , ane
convention but was cleared after a long court battle.
in 1976, he lost in his bid to be one of
California’s U.S. Senators.
of CED, Hayden is also
Besides being chairman
Council.
SolarCal
California’s
of
head
the
On Monday evening, Hayden discussed the pre-

in YOUR

Coa
pric

Ales

sent Washington administration and what he called
its obsolete vision of the future.
“The problem is the power is in the hands of peo-

“I’m speaking of the false mandate to send the
Green Berets into El Salvador to support a res
that kills eee

peasants, nuns, teachers,

and conservatives.
Hayden said.
Hayden also said
-say America doesn’t
‘*Americans who

That

is a false

Is

mandate,"

the administration is trying to
need alternative fuel sources.
are trying to conserve and are

attempting solar power, are going to look with a lot

of skepticism at an administration that says we
should drop it all and return to the pursuit of fossil
fuels,’* he said.

As an alternative to these republican ideals,
Hayden proposes the Democrats devote as much
energy toward economic issues as they have with
civil rights issues in the past.
“The alternative to government mandates is to

form a new coalition which is a combination of
grassruot movements and established organizations. eo this, we can form a new consensus,"
Hayden
d

“1 believe this has to happen if we areto rescue

* ourselves from the problems of the °80s and '90s,"°
he said.
Hayden also stated that Americans must get away

from capitalistic interests and put more emphasis
on the work ethic.

ee

Future,"

false mandates which will be opposed by a majority
of Americans.

PAGE ONE

‘TOM

HAYDEN

“*As it is, people work to make money to
away ew
eek, There cand renee a
on labor and imagination,"’ he said.
ee
agen ° ae
where workers
important. Emplo
wor
.w
come
should not only have a say in ownership, but in
m
t.
must feel that their work is connect _ am, - —
a
"
ternative is peace, price stability,
saaeta
security, a better enviornment and a
human health. This alternative will be concerned
about our personal enviornment.”’

featuring

Dave Torbert

of New Riders of the Purple Sage and Kingfish fame

9-1

‘WEDS: MAY 13

JACK WHEATON’S

$2.50

BIG BAND

20 piece college Jazz Allstars ANNUAL BASH
8-MIDNIGHT
‘SUNDAY MAY 17
445-2971 377 Second St.

Old Town, Eureka

%

ow
ae
096 —
u\'

elie

who lecthe Kate
political

TUT

Such is the estimation of Tom Hayden,
tured to a crowd of about 150 people in
Buchanan Room Monday night on the
future of America.
_
His speech, titled ‘‘The American

they go beyond that mandate, they are inventing

MECPEaTE

“There will be a time, not so far off, when the
will be failing. People will want to
an
e is; and the alternative lies
alternativ
now what the
in their decisions.”

n mandate in Washington will reas long as it stays in the
a
onl
n
ng taxes. And to the extent that
framework of red

ee
ere

By RICHARD NELSON
staff writer

OIL & TIRE CO INC.
Serving the Entire Humboldt County Area

TIRES FOR EVERY NEED
Wholesale & Retail Dealer for =
THE PERFORMERS...
BEST KNOWN FOR QUALITY

& BELTED & RADIAL TIRES &
ING
NG
MOUNT
CI
S-FREE
AN
REPAIR
COMPUTER SPIN-B&AL
OPEN: MON . SAT 7 AMM - 10 P00 SUN 6 Aal - 10 78

$2
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_State takes over job of coastal planning
(continued trom page 7)

The LA Times series reported that

“tt hee Sneed tneet governments

0

One local

landwere using their move toward a responsible
and altered three commissioners
been manipulated
incoast has places,"
she said.
positions as fund-raising
for planning approach
on their
the coast’s

The burden for

future under
shoulders of

fornia'’s

anotions

by

governor,

the

Commis-

“The role of the

sion is to make sure what was intended

in the Coastal Act is being carried

out,”’ Vinyard said.
This is where major controversies
=,
oe
perception of the commis‘Public

sion has gone down because of errors

planning,” eet

in
“The

campaigns.

$200,000

Some

ree

Hum-

supervisor,

commission tends to focus on

owners whose coastal projects needed

approval from the area's regional comAll this has led to charges the com-

planning director snd has worked of

big

He cites Southern California coastal

development, in spite of the Coastal

Act, as evidence of the commission's

focus.”

Locally, the Arcata Little League

cats

ner

however.

Goan

is Arcata’s coastal
Mark Leonard

m saeeel Oe

arctan.

of Gis ula

sehenl

Humboldt County has com-

Sie te

OF exaaal

have led to countless attempts by interest questions, the Humboldt
legislators to scrap the County Coastal Planning Commission
several state
behind in
has fi
Act.
Coastal
the
and
commission
ver
—§ While the commission has survived for Humboldt Bay and the

I believe thee commission isn’t givto local
oe
should be an effort to

attempts

of three
an average

too far.
is going

Because of conflict-of-

jurisdiction.

has gone out of control. Verbal battles

will not be

es
in local governread all the differenc

coastal planning commissions

away
on
tends to take
coastal commissi

valley. These two

set by
by the July | deadline
on average ot tone to ki i,tthe coastal completed

planning process is now at 8 point of the state.
w as co-chairman

Chesbro

of

the

cessfull League of California Cities
drive to pass legislation to require

the

lets

local governments for their work.

tion,” he thinks the state commission

developments slip through,’’ Chesbro
said.

often

wil som

only two of five plans under its

local Propostion 20 committee in 1972,

and

ending, “Arcat

consideration at the June meeting.

ful and

has become too
mission

small issues or individual housing questions

summer

coastlines,’’ Chesbro said.

He said he thinks future generations
is on the was collected by the commissioners
Coastal from developers and private land of coastal residents will thank today’s

Commission. This is a body of 12 persons

political

will meet the

and in 1979 he spearheaded a suc-

Sane

Se

NS

See

Sa

This new provision kes meant 2 tot

of work for local governments, but

Chesbro thinks it’s worth it.

from local government control and

no longer exist under the 1979

planning.

lesistation sponsored by the League of
;
California
These local commissions presently

screen

plans.

the problems, advocates of

aoe

coastal

.

ments and their needs,’” Leonard said.

J

plan

ee

pleted after July | will go straight to

nia’s coast — a

portant local review and input.

Interior Secretary) James Watt away.

the state commission,

-

keep

ts.
_A baseball com
for local youth
was
last year by the state
commission, but only after statewide
protest caused a reversal of an earlier
unanimous rejection by the same body.

“Let US represent YOU ”

n sss of
were sloping
commo
resulted in the removal of regional
commissioners from the south-state

area.
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Ecology, government, oll interests don’t mix
(continued trom page 3)

Contes,

Baits

assessmentis the existenceof ‘‘se- coe)

eset

ot unconsolidated sediment cleaning waste

Sore.

dane

3 ay. on

near future, in the form of slumps and
"ie

half oOof the

area is characterized

mass, with earthquake

ont

=

soe

The assessment
said, ‘‘This alter-

native would be at variance with cur-

rent national

proposed drilli

w ‘ould 4...
sO a fford daeaa
t

aults suspected

terrestrial

a

possibility of degraded air and water

in the Humboldt >

as a result

of drilling operations or oil spills.
Any natural gas recovered from
drilling would
be transported
by
byrne Oil would have to be cy
tanker to refineries in the San
sco Bay area, creating the possibility
ofi soaker spills.
The assessment states, ‘Bacterial
contamination
of the waters and
shellfish of Humboldt Bay has long
been a problem. . .causes include vessel
wastes, industrial wastes from timber
products and
fish processing
in-

the Eel, Santa Cruz, Bodega and Point
Arena Sesine oi to be Cocnded.

ec:

with a
after graduation
Keep in touch

to air quality, harbor seals, birds,
Seetable lene tion

ts and animals and the

Sieur
corto othe pope assessment.
‘Spee
po) a
Another alternative calls for
The assessment also recognizes the

115 tracts in the Santa Maria

by May 28. This leaves the future of

of tracts to enhance protection of com-

Lumberjack subscription

tracts.

er

5

ahernatives are offered by cre
cronged Gomeet production 0

The

basin are expected to be auctioned off

the

deletion of tracts to enhance protection
of sensitive biological areas.

$1.50

The next alternative calls for deleting
tracts for reasons of geologic hazards
such as earthquakes and slides.
“The
removal
of these tracts
represents a substantial decrease in the
amount of acreage available for leasing, the assessment states.
he final alternative offered in the
assessment is no sale.
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per year
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Spring is never more evident in Humboldt County than in the blooming flowers on the HSU campus.
The well-manicured grounds, so often passed
without a second glance, are the result of intense
planning on the part of Wayne Hawkins, supervisor
oa
and landscape services, and imagination
and
hard work by his crew of nine groundskeepers.
Hawkins said in an interview Monday the gardening specialists are primarily responsible for the neat,
beautiful grounds that compliment the HSU campus.
Hawkins, who joined the staff about 18 months
ago, said the gardeners are stationed in well-defined
areas of the campus and are responsible for all
gardening work that must be done in their areas.
“‘They handle essentially all the work in their
area, everything except that which is in the area of
construction,’ Hawkins said.
Hawkins said the gardeners are not the common
“‘pick-and-shovel”’ variety who only know how to
dig a hole or mow a lawn.
He said they have to be able to repair their own
equipment, identify harmful insects, troubleshoot
problems, determine the right time to fertilize and

follow an overall plan

ned to coordinate the

entire campus grounds under one system.

**When they (their
it’s a fairly good
just all bodies, it’s b
Hawkins pointed
the work themselves,
last month before g
hires students to hel
The
gardeners are
ibility in regard to t
left on their own as
the basic plan.
**1 don’t like to be
thing,’’ Hawkins sai¢
Hawkins
said ¢t
gardeners goes beyo
grow.
**We look for so
grounds maintenance
he said.
“The quality cont
and the public exp
Hawkins said.

The gardeners m
image’’ because of t
public, Hawkins said
“They can't just
they have to be a dec
Hawkins added he
tions between the g
on campus and
hope
“The employees
ou campus are prob
body at most, so
Hawkins said.

arden grow
aa

onee.
.

t

It’s not

P heat said.
deners do most of
the summer and the
when the university
large amount of flexive areas. They are
ir areas conform to
at about this sort of

requirements
for
ility to make things
much institutional
ind as we can find,”’

rdening on campus)
a little different,”
p

kind of ‘‘selfof working with the
and be a

rascal,

» Hawkins said.
isfied with the rela-

d the other persons
pntinue.
problems we do have
cent

tude

of the

is

student

excellent,’’

Hawkins thinks the gardeners have not developed
- any sort of “‘caustic attitude’? toward others on
campus because of the generally appreciative attitude
about the gardening exhibited by all concerned, including President
McCrone, the staff, faculty
and students.
However he feels a word of appreciation to the
gardeners ‘‘once in a while’’ would make them feel
“really appreciated.”
Hawkins has seen very little of the attitude that
gardeners are only ‘‘second-class’’ workers and
feels those who do think that way don’t know
“‘what is required of the gardeners.’

Problems that give the gardeners the most grief
are ‘‘dogs on campus and the messes they leave,*’
according to Charlotte Ferguson, HSU’s only
female gardening specialist.
“The gardeners get tired of cleaning up the
—
left from the students’ dogs,” Ferguson
said.
Hawkins said he foresees no budget cuts for next
year, but admits anything could happen after that.
“*L hope these people (who appreciate the landscaping) will come to the fore if we have to
=
jobs due to budget cuts,"’ Hawkins
said.
Hawkins said he hopes if the ‘‘budget crunch”
hits, some people will remember the effect the landscaping of the campus has on all concerned.

“*Man does not live by bread alone, as the old
saying
goes," Hawkins said.
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Smoke from a fire curls over the
5
back of a
A group of buckskin clad men stand
nearby, shooting at targets hanging in
trees across a stream.
With each shot a cloud of smoke

rises from the muzzle of the rifle
followed by either cheering or jeering,
ng on the accuracy of the shot.
not shooting are busy with
gun
pour black
preparation.
into
horns
cow
w
hollo
from
powder
gun muzzies, tap the powder down
with a stick, place a lead ball in an oiled cloth and tap it down on top of the
powder.
This is not a scene from a movie, nor
a trip back in time to the 1800s. It is a
Black
meeting of the Humboldt
Powder Club.
**We get together the first Sunday of
every month just to shoot and have
some fun,"’ Leonard Millick, president

,

of the club, said.

The group spends Saturday n ht
and Sunday at the Simpson R fle
Range off Highway 299.
The activities consist of target
shooting; fire starting (with flint and
steel); tomahawk throwing; and a tim-

ed event where five beaver traps must
be set and several targets shot.
Fun, with just enough competition

Resumes

be the
stitong,
to keep it intereseems
—
ngs.
gatheri
d
weeken
the
of
e
purpos
“‘Sometimes we eat; sometimes we
drink;

sometimes

we

shoot;

Lynn Bayona said.
The atmosphere is relaxed.

Scoring for the target shooting is

kept on a ‘‘coup stick.” Everytime a
person hits a target he receives a notch

on his stick.

“We usually settle a tie with a ‘hawk

throw,’ ’’ Bayona said, pointing to the

tomahawks.
The targets are kept as interesting as
possible.
They can be metal cutouts of squir-

rels, poker cards set on edge or the

head of an ax imbedded in the end of a

Most

of the group

members

ferent suppliers.
r, a forestry student at
Dave
flintlock rifle patterned
a
HSU, built
after a 1810 Tennessean long rifle.
in
t’’
cksho
‘‘cra
a
ed
He is consider
shot
a
s
misse
he
when
and
,
group
the
the others give him a verbal work-over,
all done with good-natured grins.
The flintlock shooters are consi

the purists in black

powder shooting.

The gun powder ina intlock is ignited
by sparks caused by flint scraping steel
page)
next ed
on nu
(conti
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_ New ordinance could help housing shortage

pending that challenge the validity of the state’s ac-

By STEVE JARAMILLO

staff writer

én

City

that
ae

Council last week

help reduce the

an or-

city’s housing

by mid-June.
The ‘‘mother-in-law’’ ordinance would allow the

construction of an additional dwelling
on a lot that
already contains a single-family raniines.
Mark

director, said sebefore the current

Leonard, city —

cond units had been prohi

ordinance was passed.
Leonard said the ordinance should go into effect

by mid-June and will provide the potential for addi-

tional ae
the urban area. A permit will be
required of
homeowner before any new construction may begin.

permanent foundations. The
city has until July | to act on the law.
Councilmember Julie Fulkerson was concerned
the introduction of mobile homes could have the effect of reducing the property tax base in the next 20
to 30 years.
nee
Stephen Leiker asked City Atwus:David Tranberg what would happen if the ci-

to pass the ordinance.

"Y Nothing will
until the first applicant
comes in — then he'll say, ‘See you in court,’ ”’
Tranberg said.
Tranberg said the courts would probably order
the drafting of the ordinance, but there are suits

ss

other matters, the council:
—Included the Cates House, 185 12th St.,
the Union Building, 898 G St., in the Historie
Preservation Program. This brings to 45 the
number of buildings included in the
. The
Cates House was built in 1884 and is representative
oo
of
nd architecture. The Union Building,
in 1890, housed the Arcata Union for

Sees
to Taylor Westbrook, of Smith
River, the right to harvest and transport timber

from a 33-acre parcel of the 600-acre Arcata Com-

munity Forest. The timber will be harvested on a
selective cut basis. The revenue is used to help pay

city debts.

‘Mountain men’ compete with flintlock rifles
(continued trom previous page)
as the hammer falls.
The other black powder rifles are
fired with percussion caps, like those

used in a starter’s pistol.

bit further. They make their own
buckskin clothing
and moccasins,
knives, jewelry
shooting paraphernalia.

Powder

firearms
by the federal government,so

for Sbur.
In any black

its are not necessary to own a
black —
pistol or rifle, according

chore ave

**shooters’’
“‘buckskinners.”’
The ‘‘shooters’’ are
who own

reularly and soo “‘buckskinners’’

sh to get out
take things a

vaid the club, call McCaslin at 445-1738.
Black POW det ood Bayona

““We never

the past get by.”

guns are not considered

The percussion
are much more
edialin.
tes Gat Te eamnaes
enough”
powder

To find out more information about

powder
“
that gets in
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examine ways costs can be cut for the
entire FWC.
: *‘The committee is

has a doctorate
and
from the
University
of Utah.
Richard Niclai, HSU's
revel
gl
on
Wiad cee ae
Oar yesterday
ff was an easy sport to cut
hen
ou cut
golf, who'll
scream?
N iclai said. ‘ ie never be

ve best a

° this sort, to see if costs can’t rego ne
- ed,”
Peterson,
of the
FWwCc,
in a
interview

wae

“Fors example, we

wane

track oS
four
ee
teams
than the usual two as it is now.
We also might be able to reduce the

season or number of games a team has

‘to play.

- teams and still compete
NCAA," Peterson,

he
tatives have to
said in a
“That decision
tat an lidedioden. a
od:
of the waiver, the
ondlanite tite totens a committee to

in the
of the

by

THE SPROUTED

raed $6,000 in two months

selling

a

committee and Hayward State's
ic resources vice president,
said.
Al Figone, HSU’s baseball coach
this year, made a plea to the CIA Mon-

day night not to eliminate the sport
from the athletic program.
“If you cut the baseball
oe tenet
Seen oe
ied respectability,’’ Figone t
t'
committee
before it voted.
‘‘Humboldt State can attract good

ng
responsibility. This year,

fund-raising

“*A school can’t have less than six

a

special

HSU

baseball

We could have done

that

again.

Kerker said yesterday Figone will be
retained 7 the university as an assis-

Monday—Friday
Saturday (Brunch)

wal tae
he bottom
tee
line
money, how much do
ting golf? About $1,400.
much when the deficit
about was over $10,000.

te pose

rst
chance for it to
committee did
ie that

yar snd

was to save
save by cutThat’s not
being talked

hardly

year
t
a
prove its worth.
the
what it thought best. |
to be on a committee
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In fact, in just two years you can accumulate up to
have a Guaranteed
Student Loan ora National
$15,200 for
school. (Only the Arm
‘Student Loan (made after October 1. 1975) hanging Sedans
=e
esata
head, consider spending a coupleof years in
It's not a loan, so you'll never have to worry about
;
.
euaking poyenones i's dangly a savings program berween you

THE ARIAY'S COLLEGE BENEFITS
You Save:
Gov't Adds
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ie

sva.cah Gli tehanes ent

paid
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- oe = not= —
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é

proba
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$100
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aa

and $100of
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$100

4

qualify or an exclusive Army

Tonal Benefies
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as much av $20. KN tr cule plus
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$15,200 | cducational oe oe

“Certain 4ycareninemenscanatwa
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your monthly

$200

“Maxioware wreaal certounion
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ice save between $25

Ronus

for a total
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or more, your incentives could

_ ©tal up to $12,000.)

$5.0N

$25,

1

=

VE

AP

~ can rt

a

same

8

time you re

receiving loan forgiveness.

ticated Army skills.
ei
So, in just two years,
you can go back to school
with 2/3 of
And you may be eligible for generous monetary educa- your debt behind you and up to $15,20
for your education ahead
tional incentives.
of you. yl ee oa oo could result in more edutional

benefits a

©

loan

iveness. }

TWO-FOR-ONE SOMINGS PLAN
7 To find out more about both ways to serve your country
If your dream is to continue your education some day, _ as you serve yourself, call 800-421-4422. In California.
joining the Veterans’ Educational Assistance Program can
800-252-0011. Alaska and Hawaii. 800-423-2244. Ask for

ing that day closer.

the name of the Army's college representative nearest you.
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Galledes unknown to many
Nelson Gallery located in Nelson Hall

art work exhibited in
isn’t

seen

exhibits
change every two weeks

and there is at least one feature show

professor who came to

students and the public are unaware
oo

oe

a
sposal.

Morgan

per quarter. Showing until Friday is a

display of Chicano art work which can
be seen in the Nelson Gallery.

said 230 to 240 students

display their work in an average
year.
Much of the art work is done by nonmajors, which Morgan finds to be an
interesting fact.
tion to the library display
In
areas, HSU has the Reese Bullen
Gallery and the Foyer Gallery, both
located in the Art building, and the

The Nelson Gallery and the Foyer
Gallery are open Monday throu
Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. T
Reese Bullen Gallery is open from 9
a.m. to $ p.m. Monday through Friday
and Sunday 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

Kenny Hall wows crowd
with unique music blend
of

Oy 500.4. PICKETT
staff writer

With a unique blend of Irish, Mex-

ican, country and humorous songs
and dances, Kenny Hall got his audience clapping and dancing last Sunday.
Sees Hall and The Long Haul
String Band performed in the Kate
Buchanan Room, about three-fourths
The
full, to an enthusiastic crowd.

Long Haul String Band consists of
Terry Barrett (manthree musicians:
guitar); John Greene
colin and

(guitar and

(vovals and bodhran, a type of
drum).
The show, which started about 15
late, was informal and
——
energetic.
Hall played fiddle for about half
the first set, then switthe time

on a dancing journey
staff weiter

Daniel
n’s dance concerts on
Friday and
urday nights were a
journey int. the world of modern and
jazz dance.
The jazz concen, held on Friday

night, was not full of the flashy Broadway or “‘show

biz”

jazz that can be

seen in the movie ‘‘All That Jazz."" Instead, Nagrin demonstrated a style of
jazz that fringed on modern dance.
Nagrin,

who

has been dancing for

over
years, was once voted Best
Male Dancer on Broadway. He has
been developing and exploring the solo
dance form since 1948 and presented
his first full-length solo in 1987.

On Friday and Saturday
Nagrin’s free-flowing style

nights,

from fluid movements to robot-like
motions with ease. Nagrin uses every

part of his body in his dancing, right

down to his fingertips. Even his face
with the rest of him.
danced right a
perfectly still
hold his body
He could

of moand then throwit into a flurry
tion, in which every part was
ine

eee

ched to

moving. Nagrin, 63, leapt about the
stage with the efficiency and grace of a

Oy LEE MAXKCY

-

man

40 years younger.

Nagrin explored dances such as the

Lindy Hop and the Charleston with the

audience, giving a little history and in-

t

le); and Marta Hall

ion along with dance.

modern dance concert involved
more dancing than the jazz concert
did. During the jazz concert, Nagrin

spoke to the audience about jazz as if

m, which he played

throughout most of the rest of the
show. Green and Barrett also alternated instruments throughout the
performance.
Hall, blind since birth, kept up a
constant stream of chatter with the
audience and band members. He

Gist Hall Theater.
Tickets, which are on sale at the
University Ticket Office, are $1 for

Nagri n showed even more style and

general admission and free to students

of the John Van
covered the :
Duzer theater effectively, even making

it seem small at-times. Nagrin would
fall to the floor and roll, leap, and in
be at the other side
would s
ond
seche

of the stage.

(continu
on next ed
pege)
A

Geese

iccbink

k
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sang ‘‘Trinidad (Blue Lake, Arcata,

Eureka) Gals Ain’t Ya Comin’ Out
Tonight?” to the tune of ‘Buffalo
Gals
Won't
You
Come
Out
Tonight?” This one obviously went

over well with the audience.

The band played fur about an hour
and then took a 20 minute break,

which gave us a chauce to buy beer

and cookies or the band’s new record
almost entirely of requests, included

jigs, waltzes and polkas.

The show ended a little after 10
with a solo fiddle encore by

a
ington

Two
tales —
one about
Irish
mythology and one about Henry David

“The most obvious
sat down and said
eon
gift from the black people."

expertise during his modern dance concert
Nagrin uses his space entirely. He

Another high spot of the concert
before the break. Hall
came

Two tales brought to HSU stage
Thoreau — will be presented at 8 p.m.

ns. At one pointhe

ly and enjoyable songs.

would introduce cach song with, po
“This is how to get a free drink off

he were giving a workshop. He discuss-

ed jazz and its

To obtain a drink from the Planned Parenthood eee, the band performed **What
Should | Do With the
Baby?” The chorus was, ‘*! set that
baby on the fence, ain't seen nothing
of the baby since.”’
One of the highlights was a request
for “Over the Wave.”’ Hall helped
Barrett, who apparently didn’t know
the piece, by calling out the guitar
chords for
him. Despite this small
drawback, it was one of the most live-

Friday,

Saturday

and Sunday

in the

The drama describes how Thoreau,

American

philosopher,

night in jail for refusing

est of the Mexican

spent

Prayboy
ba

of
o

the Western World.”
Director Russell Bekins said the
story follows the style of ancient Greek
tragedies.

Page
One to play

and senior citizens.
“The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail’
Jerome Lawrence
is a one-act Pe
and Robert
E.
;

an

was al
Synge, aut

a

to pay taxes in

War, Micki Lee

play’s director, said.
horpe, the
“Deirdre of the
io
second
The

Page One, featuring Dave Torbert
of the New Riders of the
oh
and Kingfish), will perSage
rple
form tomorrow night at the Old Town

Bar & Grill in Eureka.
The group has been together for one
and Torbert has been a member

‘or six months. Many of the group’s
songs are original material.
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Kuyhonsel (vocals, electric semark
(flute); oy
Carter (bass); Bert
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Records label, a Eureka-based com-

pany. The single, entitled ‘‘Davidleo and Friends,"
contains two songs, ‘“‘Myths and Memories’’ and
**Captain Palmer.’’
“‘Myths and Memories” is an optimistic love
sung which features a flute solo by local reed man
Lee Hollis.
The lyrics are reminiscent of Dan
F
berg’ s, while the vocals slightly resemble Bob
Dylan's. The song is mellow and slow-moving in
contrast to ‘‘Captain Palmer,’* which has a quicker
OTs
Bo alae
anes Tolkien's book
“Lord of the
Rings.’ Unfortunately, both of the
a
lyrics areoverpowered by the volume of the
background music
According to Carroll, who has written more than
name) performs locally

“Once the radio stations start to play it, people

will start to buy it,"’ he said. ‘‘Then maybe that will

lead to a contract.”

After making another single, Carroll has even
higher goals.
tas dream is to maxe an album every othe

year,

eral,

“‘Davidleo and
has chosen to stay in the area because ‘‘it is a

formed at Old Town Hot Tubs in Eureka and at the
Old Town Bar & Grill.
Carroll's songs range from acoustic ballads to

area

**] do expect I'll have to go to the Hollywood
however,

Eureka,’ Carroll said.

{

would

return

to

His music does not lack local appeal. He was inred to write “Blue Heron’’ while drivin
ighway 101 watching the birds, Carroll said. In

progressive rock.

Carroll, who plays acoustic and electric guitar,
said he would eventually like to make music his fulltime career. At this time, however, he is employed
full-time by the county schools as a gardener.

my energies
and the area in-

spires me to write a lot of my songs.
eventually;

another song entitled ‘‘West

Carroll's

music

Personality is an asset to his career
step to success will be local recognit

Although Eureka may not be the best place for a
a
to pursue a musical career, Carroll said
good place
to collect

in an interview. ‘‘I think the nostalgic °60s
artists inspired me to write songs.”

Davidleo

could

is Best,’’ he sings

about a subject close to home, College Cove.

Friends’’

s. His first

is available at most

record outlets, music stores, at his

and by mail order from Northcoast
Box $195, Eureka, Calif.

performances

**The record took over a year to produce, and
I've learned
a lot from the experience,’ he said.
“The single was cut-rate (not up to Hollywood
quality), but I’m happy with the way it tur
out.”’

Nagrin leads dance journey
(continued
trom previous page)
A dance called ‘‘Word Games, A Cartoon’’
seemed to be the audience's favorite. It created the
illusion of a cartoon. Instead of just music, Nagrin

used words and sounds as accompaniment to create
loud belch which seemed to delight the audience.

Nagrin’s vitality and energy thrilled both audiences. Though the audiences were small, Nagrin
ve his all, capturing his audience and showing it
is world of dance.

Lumberjack Classifieds
75° for 25 words or less

Anyone can join

| Street

VALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER
ARCATA, CALIFOKNIA

Arcata

Sequoia Auto

Supply

Student Discounts

on foreign and domestic car parts

Forel n Car Parts

OPEN EVERYDAY 6 A.M. TO 10 P.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 6 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH

OR DINNER

Bring Your Family To Perku's
Featuring « Different Homemade Soup
and Sandwich Every Lay
Plus a Daily Special Which is Always a Baryain

th & E in Eureka and Arcata store

Arcata 09 otn st. 922-2411
Eureka 215 atn st. 442-1786
McKinleyville 2015 central Ave. 839-1786
Mon-Fri 8-5

Sat 9-4

. P.O.

a dance that resembled a cartoon. It ended with a

Carroll’s newly released single is a first for him.

ARCATA
CO-OP

be a

bright addition to the music world and his vibrant

SONGWRITER-PERFORMER
Davidleo Carroll.

as a soloist. On April22
performed at the HSU
Rathskeller in a coffeehouse concert, which was
broadcast live on KHSU. During April he also per-

_ “My music has no particular style. I play and
a anything from folk rock to rock ‘n’ roll, Car-

Hollis

**1 would like to make another single,’’ Carroll

Carroll recently released two songs on the new

80 songs, these two songs were chosen becauseof
their different styles.

Lee

=. a esord, So gh it - Saree to proluce a
so
t now I’mtrying to
some
financial back
~
Carroll said
2 is trying to
radio stations to
play his songs so the public will go out and buy his

answer.

811

is

thesizer);
and Geoff Simpson (drums).

if Humboldt County’s music audience is looking
for something
new and different in local talent,
sianriberparterdner Davidleo Carrol is the

Davidieo (Carroll's stage

enter

May

is accompanied on the record by Steve

By JENNIFER BROWN
aff writer
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For a Good Meal Anytime
with Fast, Friendly Service and Plenty of
Free Parking, it’s

PERKO’S
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Cover the foot
bridge from HSU)
822-7409

Featuring:

Fresh Tofu Made Daily

Redwing Birkenstock Shakti
Santa Rosa Buffalo West Coast

Fresh Wholegrain Bread, Pastries, Coo
and Delicious Tofu Cheesecake
also speciality

food grocery items
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On the Plazain Arcata

9-6

Jonathan Dough
Rick Sherwood

5-10 a.m.

Erik Kaight 12-5 a.a.

7 p.a.-12 a.m.
Justin Palmer

KEMI ‘iro 96
SPECIAL

PROGRAMS

. The Great American Radio Show
The Jazz Show

King Biecult Flour Hour

7-9 p.m.

9 p.m.-12 a.m.

Mon.

Doctor Demento

Mon.

Sun.

7-9 p.m.

Sun. 9-10 p.m.

10 a.m.-3 p.m.

‘Jack’s have distance title shot
By B10.1. HENNESSY
staff writer

The Lumberjack track team, like all

warriors before the battle, is optimistic

about its chances for the conference
crown — despite the loss of three of its
five conference meets.
Track coach Jim Hunt admitted his
team will be an underdog at the Far
Western Conference Championships
hosted by Stanislaus this weekend.
“It should be a real battle among
four teams — Hayward State, Chico
State, UC Davis and us,"’ Hunt said.
**I’'d have to give Hayward the edge,
——
We could take any one of the
top four spots — hopefully no lower
than fourth.”’

“‘We could win it,’’ distance runner
Mark Conover said. ‘‘People are starting to come on strong. We're starting
to get our heads into it.’’

© entertain

the

possibility

of a

championship, the Lumberjacks must
score well in the running events.
“We have to score real strong in
distances and sprints to have a
chance,"’ senior Greg Balbierz said.
The distance events, the $,000- and
10,000-meter runs, are the Lumberjacks’ stronghold.
Cross-country
All-Americans Dan Grimes and Conover

rank

one

and

two

in

the

con-

ference and second and third in the nation

in

NCAA

Divison

2

in

both

events.

_ Sprinter Garrett Moore ranks second
in the conference in the 100- and
200-meter dashes, while Danny King
unofficially owns the top time in the
400-meters.
In the 800-meter run, seven ’ Jacks
qualified, but Hunt said only three are
expected to participate in the event.
Balbierz boasts the top time in the
1,500-meter run — three seconds faster
than any other conference runner.
Three other Lumberjacks qualified for
the 1,500.
*‘We have a potential winner in
every running event, except the (400and $00-meter) relays,’’ Hunt said.
HSU ranks fourth in the seven-team
conference in both relay events.
**We've got depth in the 800 and
1,500, but we’ve got to score a lot of
ints there,’’ he said. ‘That'll be the
ey. Those are the pivotal spots.
“I’m

pretty

sure

of the

$,000

and

10,000°" he said, referring to Grimes
and Conover. ‘‘] mean, we should go
one-two there with no problem. That'll
give us 36 points in those events.”*
Scoring is based on 10, eight, six,
four, two and one points for first
through sixth places, respectively.
“*They’re neglected,’’ Balbierz said,
also referring to the pair of AllAmericans.
‘‘it’s like they’re
automatic. Nobody in conference can
come close to them.
Conover is confident of the distance
events.
‘Barring a catastrophe, we're going
one and two in the 5,000 and 10,000°’
he said.
Hayward State, the defending conference champions, ‘‘traditionally own
the field events,’’ an area where HSU is
weak.
“If somebody doesn't break them
up in the high jump, triple jump and
long jump, they're going to win,”’
Hunt said.
“We're pretty thin in the field
events. We have no real strength
overall. The pole vault, javelin and
high jump is about it."’
The ‘Jacks rank in the top two in the
pole vault, third in the javelin and third
in the high jump.
**We lost our meets to teams that are
strong in field events,’’ Moore said
referring to the 2-3 dual meet record.
(The losses came at the hands of Chico,
Hayward
and
Sacramento § State).
“That’s where we're weak; that’s
where they beat us.

DANNY GRIMES and the rest of the men's track team head to Stanislaus this
weekend for the Far Western Conference championships.

**But in conference, those teams that
are strong in field events are going to
knock each other off and we're going
to score our points in the running
events,’’ Moore added.

Women’s track slows to fifth place

ana
op: Ses contrense
t teams is a
inting way
end the season. But what can be
pected from a track team with only

to $0 members competing which might
—
why the team scored only 12 of
points.
oF t he eight HSU qualifiers, who
‘ormed as best they could in the

members.

of
to
ex12

“When you don’t have many people, you can’t score many points,’’ first
year coach Dave Wells explained.
The ‘Jacks qualified
eight for the
conference championships. Most of
the other conference members had 30

weather, five qualified for
the
AIAW Division [11 Nationals to be
hosted by Hayward May 21-23.
“‘The people that competed finished

where they were wend | to,” Wells
said. ‘I’m not unhappy at all.”
One of those

Miniature games
again a success
as Lane awards
By KAREN LUTTRELL-LANGDON
staff writer

Overcast skies didn’t keep approximately 400 oo
and participants
from last
turday’s North Coast
Special Olympics at College of the
Redwoods.
By noon the sun made its appearance
and smiles of enthusiasm remained
abundant throughout the day’s activities.
Festive opening ceremonies included
the Fortuna —
School Marching
Band, the Eureka High Loggerettes
and HSU’s own Marching Lumberjacks.
Cheers and clapping encouraged the
athletes as they made their way around
the track, led by three-year-old torch
bearer Hannah Davis.
After a few words from Eureka
Mayor Fred Moore and special guest
MacArthur Lane (retired all-pro NFL
football player), balloons and pigeons
soared upward to signal the start of
competition.
Bronze, silver and gold medals were
awarded to the top three finishers in 13
different events. Participation medals
were given to each athlete.
a
ee
ee

**The enthusiasm’s great;
every year it kind of

chokes me up.”’
Some athletes received an extra thrill
when MacArthur Lane placed the red,
white and blue - ribboned
medals
around their necks.
Some accepted their awards with shy
smiles, others leaped with joy and held
their arms extended upward with a proud ‘‘No. 1.°° Pride shone on all faces.
Roberta Pearson, a 14-year-old com-

petitor, said, ‘‘Everytime they have the
(continued
on page 22)

By LYNNE BOWLIN
Maff writer
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qualifiers, probably

one of HSU’s best
this season is
distance runner Cindy Claiborne, who

placed in two events.

Claiborne, a sophomore,
fifth in the 3000-meters with a time of
ns

and third in the $000-meters in

**] was real excited about the $000,"’
Claiborne said. ‘I beat
girls who I’ve
never beat before. In the
meters |
had a side ache so | just ran with the
crowd.”
Marti McCracken
second in
the mile walk exhibition
which will be
an event at the nationals.
Dolores Adame placed fifth in the
10,000-meter run with a time of
39:$2.3. Jill Lowe aided the cause in

the javelin with a toss of 33.41 meters,
good enough for fifth place.

Olympics, | come.”’
Pearson said running is her favorite
sport. She won two silver and a bronze
medal at Saturday's mect.

Jeff Alameda, 12, said the best part

is, ‘I can win medals.”
He won a gold medal in the long
jump competition. This was his first
Special Olympics participation.
| trophies went to:
ane
ved ine
jandicapped
Male.

ppp
Ae Scheckla
spirational Female.
—Mary

Crowel

for Most

for

Most

In-

Inspira-

tional Female Track and Field Star.
—Marcos Anderson for Most Inspirational Male Track and Field Star.

Northcoast

coordinator

Special

Scott

Olympics

Keele

summed

Co-

up

the day’s emotions when he said, ‘‘The

enthusiasm’s great, every year it kind

of chokes me up.”’
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to win

Pressure

is on

everyone.

However, more pressure is probably on

Moore, Balbierz said.
Earlier this season, Moore, ranked

second in the conference to Hayward's
Kevin Smith in the sprints, said, ‘‘!
= on taking the conference. I'll get
im (Smith) in conference.”
“‘Garrett has more pressure on him
because he’s saying he’s gonna win,”
Conover said.
Moore replied, ‘‘l think of it as a
want
I ;
really tough meet. I needto win

1o ob n. I’m just going down there to do

a

or

Ultimate

injuries.”’
Tim Becker and cross-country AllAmerican Frank Ebiner have been hurt
all season, Hunt said. Both runners
cross-country team last

Roger

of health problems.

Innes,

last

year’s

**Our distance runners
had
enough

injuries.”

triumphed over sectional rival Eugene

points,’’ Hunt

(Ore.) Dark Star, 15-11.
Circus won the
The Berkeley Flying
the host Stang
defeatin
by
ent
tournam
ford team, 21-20.

ELA LA

In all athletic events, injuries play a
role in deciding championoe
ships.
“We've had our share of injuries,”’

Hunt said. ‘‘Our distance runners, who

we thought would totally dominate the
enough
had
have
conference,

productive at all.”

*Jacks sustained yet another inDarren Jay sufjury when pole vaulter
this season
early
concussion
fered a
and missed six weeks. In a meet at

Chico, Jay

The

several

missed the vaulting pit and

teams

Circus

will be one

of

traveling to the Nor-

tions, several other ‘Jacks were among
the conferences best.

Deb Beumeller finished the season

third in the conference in batting.
Gloria Burke and Becky Immel were
among the GSC’s stolen base leaders,

nabbing five bases for the season.
As a team, HSU placed
fifth in the
conference in team batting and third in
the conference in pitching.

ed once since the mishap.

“‘He’d be doing 15-6 by now if he
wasn’t hurt,”’ Hunt said. ‘But now,
theie vault is iffy.”
cross-country Division 11 Coach
of the Year said most of the other injuries have mended.
“We're ready to go."

SUB-STATI
Open Osily
Set. 12-7 p.m.

* OVEN HEATED:
NO MICROWAVE
# DAILY HAPPY HOURS, 4-6 p.m.

Loft

waited table service

11:30a.m.-1:50p.m.
onday-Friday Friday
Buffet
Located on the 5rd floor

“at KINKO’S

|

Flying

thcoast Invitational Ultimate Tournament to be hosted by HSU May 23 and
24 at McKinleyville High.

slammed his headto the turf.
Jay, who is tied for top honorsin the
conference with a 14% vault, has com-

relaxed dining in The

IBM

In earlier action the team defeated
Arnold Rangers 15-6 and then

ference’s best pitchers.
She also led the conference in batting
with a .417 average.
Although Allen was the only HSU
player to make the first team selec-

the

said. ‘‘But due to injuries and illness,

haven't been

16

coaches last week.
Allen, a freshman, recorded six wins

with a 1.45 ERA. She finished the
season rated fifth among the con-

FWC

season due to a leg injury.
“So, there’s three people we counted

they

fifth out of

Golden State Conference first team
selections in balloting done by the

won game to the San Jose Medflys,

steeplechase champion, red-shirted this
on to give us a lot of

placed

team

HSU
women's
softball
pitcher
Cheryl Allen was named to the All-

teams with a 2-1 record. The club lost a

The

Ebiner has not seen action due to a
leg injury while Becker has seen limited

duty he

disk

The Humboldt Disc Club enjoyed a
successful ~ 3 to Palo Alto last
Stanford Invitational!
weekend for the
Ultimate Tournament.

played key roles on the "Jacks national

onan

Women’s softball
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FIND OUT WHY
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100% WATERMARKED COTTON BOND

for your Lumberjack Days parties
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| REGULAR BOND COPIES 4¢ EACH
KINK@’S COPY & PRINT SHOP
1618 G ST. ARCATA
822-8712
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